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Abstract—The popularity of bots is on the rise, with many
bots able to interact with users via a chat or voice interface
thanks to the embedding of a Natural Language Processing (NLP)
component. Still, companies often express concerns about the
quality of such bots, as their malfunctioning could have a severe
impact on the company revenue or image. Unfortunately, the
field of testing NLP-intensive bots is still in its infancy. This
paper aims to characterize the testing properties and techniques
(and their adaptation) relevant to this type of bots. We believe
this will be helpful as a reference framework to compare and
evaluate future bot testing research initiatives.
Index Terms—Bots, Testing, NLP, SWEBOK

I. I NTRODUCTION
The success of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has sparked a
substantial interest in the software engineering (SE) field to
improve its scalability and quality [1]. AI applications face
common challenges in their SE processes [2]. Among those,
they are hard to specify [3], test, verify and debug [4].
This is even more problematic for NLP-intensive bots. We
define NLP-intensive bots (or NLP bots for short) as software
bots where the processing of natural language text is crucial
to the bot functionality. This category includes chatbots and
voicebots1 but also a large number of bots that need to react
to events whose payload involves user utterances (e.g., a bot
that reports toxic comments in a GitHub repository).
Testing NLP-intensive bots is especially difficult as testing
needs to cover the NLP side of the bot, the software side—
often implemented as a finite-state machine (FSM)—and the
interaction between both. Thus, even if testing the core software aspects of a bot is a well established research topic [5],
the other two are still open research challenges for which we
do not even have a clear definition of the testing properties
and techniques needed to address them.
In this paper, we review and adapt current testing concepts
to NLP-intensive bots in order to advance towards a unified
reference framework to promote, classify, compare and evaluate future bot testing research initiatives. Our characterization
will rely on the SWEBOK [6] body of knowledge as the source
of the testing challenges terminology and organization.
1 A voicebot employs a speech-to-text component to translate the user input
to text, which is what it is really processed by the bot.

II. Q UICK INTRODUCTION TO THE ELEMENTS OF A
NLP- INTENSIVE BOT
NLP-intensive bots typically rely on intent-based NLP
engines to understand user inputs. Intents are a class of events
representing the user intention in an abstract way. They are
defined through a data set composed of example sentences,
which are used to train the underlying ML/NLP engine. For
instance, a Greetings intent represents the different ways the
user can greet the bot such as “Hi”, “Hello”, “Good morning”,
etc. These alternative formulations for the intent will comprise
the training set to teach the bot what types of user utterances
should be matched with this intent.
An intent can carry parameters, which are contextual information automatically extracted from the user input. A
parameter refers to an entity, which can be a preset type
managed by the NLP engine (e.g., a city name, a date, etc.),
or user-defined enumerations (e.g., a list of products available
in an e-commerce website).
As Pereira and Dı́az reported [7], bots cannot be reduced to
raw NLP capabilities, and other dimensions such as complex
system engineering, service integration, and testing have to be
taken into account when developing such applications. Indeed,
the intents produced by the NLP component are typically
integrated in complex FSMs representing the bot’s execution
logic. This FSM describes the bot reaction to a given intent,
but also the sequences of intents/reactions that constitute a
conversation path (or flow).
Finally, it is important to stress that bots are not standalone
applications, and they have to be deeply integrated with the
platform they target (e.g., messaging or voice platforms). This
implies taking into account not only the limitations of the
platform, but also its specific capabilities (e.g., advanced UI
components such as buttons, datepickers, etc.).
An example of a NLP-intensive bot could be our bot to chat
with GitHub2 that can be used to both open issues in GitHub
from Slack or, conversely, to subscribe and receive GitHub
notifications and display them in Slack.
2 https://github.com/xatkit-bot-platform/xatkit-examples/tree/master/
GitHubBots/GithubBot

III. S TATE OF THE ART
Despite the importance of NLP-intensive bots, few tools
and research initiatives tackle the problem of bot testing. The
importance of having this discussion is also emphasized in [7].
The “big players” like Microsoft Bot Framework or Amazon
Lex provide facilities that can be used to define simple tests
for individual intents but there is no support for more complex
tests, their automatic generation or any kind of more platformagnostic testing language. This gap is (slightly) covered by
some other commercial and open source tools. Botium [8] is
an open source chatbot testing framework (and commercial
service) especially targeting what they call “Conversational
Flow Testing” that enables you to record (and store) a chatbot
session as a test to reexecute in the future, mostly for regression testing purposes. Zypnos [9] offers a similar functionality.
Chatbottest [10] is an open source guide (rather than a
framework) for testing chatbots, which is complemented with
a Chrome extension (called Alma) that provides guidelines
for chatbot testing in Telegram and Facebook Messenger.
QBox [11] is a commercial product focusing on testing
training datasets to identify whether a chatbot identifies the
correct intent for a given input. DashBot [12] is more of a
dashboard/analytics service for bots that helps visualize, for
instance, where the bot is failing to respond.
With a more focused research perspective, Botest [13] is a
framework that generates divergent input examples from inputs
that the chatbot accurately recognizes to assess the robustness
of the bot. Paraphrasing is another promising approach to test
diverse inputs [14]. Ribeiro et al. [15] propose a matrix of
general linguistic capabilities and test types that facilitate the
ideation of comprehensive tests. Lara et al. [16] are able to
generate additional tests for chatbot using mutation functions.
Bozic et al. [17] proposes an AI planning approach for testing
bots where the chatbot must properly answer the questions
posed to it as part of a generated plan. The same authors
discuss how metamorphic relations can help in defining the
test oracles for chatbot tests [18]. Finally, an evaluation from
a usability perspective is described in [19].
Note that most research evaluations study the NLP component in isolation, ignoring the required interactions between
this component and the rest of the bot and the external services
it communicates with.
As we will see in the following section, these tools and
papers are a first step towards a complete NLP-intensive
testing solution but so far they cover a small fraction of the
full spectrum of the bot testing needs.
IV. T ESTING NLP- INTENSIVE BOTS
According to the SWEBOK, software testing consists of
the dynamic verification that a program provides expected
behaviors on a finite set of test cases, suitably selected from the
usually infinite execution domain. This definition is expanded
and broken down into the following list of testing topics:
testing fundamentals, test levels, test techniques, test-related
measures, test process and testing tools.

We adhere to this same classification to discuss how these
topics must be adapted to deal with the particularities of testing
NLP bots. Skipping a (sub)category does not mean that it is
not important for their testing, it just means that the “standard”
practice in this subfield can be seamlessly applied to bot testing
(e.g. the fundamentals section is mostly about introducing
basic terminology).
A. Testing Levels
This subsection covers two different aspects: the target and
the objective of the testing. The target aims to cover the
different levels in which the testing of bots can be divided.
The objectives refer to the specific testing property we aim to
evaluate.
1) Test target: Unit testing of a NLP bot is defined as
making sure an individual intent has been trained with a proper
dataset to match the user utterances is supposed to match (and
do not match or match only with low confidence the other
ones). This is, a basic unit test passes if all testing sentences
produce the expected match for the tested intent. A more basic
unit test should include checking that the utterance entities
have been recognized and matched to the intent parameters.
At this level, we cannot also evaluate the bot response as this
typically depends on a number of other components and the
current bot state.
Integration testing for NLP bots must include testing that:
1) There are no overlaps between intents that could deteriorate
the individual intent matching due to intent definitions being
too similar, and 2) a correct set of user inputs moves the
bot to the expected state in the FSM as defined in the bot’s
conversation flow.
System testing tests the design and behavior of the whole
bot at the same time (and not only of subparts of it). For NLP
bots, this implies testing together the NLP part with the rest of
the bot components (including calls to external services) and
making sure they all work together as expected, both from
a functional and non-functional perspective. Note that some
of these tests must target the training phase of the bot as the
NLP part may be delegated to cloud-based NLP components
and the availability of such components and the performance
of the bot deployment and training on them are important.
System tests should also test the communication between the
bot itself and other parts of the software system (e.g., some
bots may need to react differently depending on the ongoing
interaction between the user and the GUI, for instance, a bot
to help users fill a complex form).
2) Test objective: Acceptance testing. Checking that the
NLP bot behaves as expected by the client is especially
relevant as the NLP definition is an underspecification: the
set of training sentences are examples from which the bot
must learn. Therefore, we need the client to validate that the
learning process actually produces a bot “smart” enough to
understand the idea that its users want to communicate.
Installation testing for bots is similar to other types of
software. Nevertheless, as it is easily dismissed, we would
like to emphasize it. Note that bots typically are deployed

over a number of communication channels (e.g., web pages,
social media channels, messaging platforms, . . . ). Testing that
the bot is properly configured (including keys and authentication aspects but also display parameters) and can actually
communicate with users is not trivial.
Regression testing must be in place and executed regularly
even if the bot definition has not changed. If the bot relies
on a cloud NLP provider, even new incremental releases of
the provider could affect the bot behavior due to changes
in the provider’s parameters or strategies for training the
networks used for intent classification. Another critical role
of regression testing is making sure that adding new intents
does not deteriorate the overall quality of the bot (e.g., due
to overlaps between an existing intent and the new one as
discussed above).
Performance testing is also challenging in a NLP bot as it
requires simulating a large number of concurrent users having
(potentially long) conversations with the bot. As such, it is
not just about load-testing the access to the platform where
the bot is deployed but generating sets of input text that will
properly trigger bot conversations.
Security testing. NLP bots are a target of denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks. NLP bots may also suffer from confidentiality
and privacy issues as they typically collect data from users
and may be able to link that data with the user identity (or
proxies of it as location or usernames). And conversely, the bot
should not leak internal data as part of the conversation with
non-privileged users. Access control methods for bots must be
developed and integrated in bot frameworks. Security testing
could also involve detecting user trolls that may be trying just
to get the bot to answer to some provocative input text to
damage the company image.
Back-to-back testing could be used to test the bot quality
when using different NLP engines or configurations. For example, a bot deployed over DialogFlow may work better/worse
than the same bot deployed over IBM Watson.
Recovery testing should at least test whether, after a crash,
the bot is able to recover the conversation at the state where
it was before to minimize the crash impact on the user
experience with the bot.
Usability and Human Computer Interaction testing
evaluate how easy it is for end users to learn and use the
bots. A good usability is a combined responsibility of the
bot and the platform the bot is deployed on. We need to
check that: 1) users know how to use the bot and trigger
the conversation with it, 2) the bot is able to benefit from
the platform UI features (e.g., use of buttons and other UI
controls) to simplify the interaction, and 3) the NLP side of
the bot can actually understand what the user is trying to
communicate. For chatbots, this understanding is related to
the unit and integration testing capabilities discussed above.
For voicebots, this also involves testing that the speech-to-text
component is able to deal with the multiple accents of users.
Actual metrics for this usability evaluation could be based on
the length of the conversations, the abandonment rate and the
sentiment analysis of the conversation among others.

B. Testing techniques
1) Input Domain-Based Techniques: Equivalence partitioning splits the input domain into a collection of equivalent
classes from which one or several representatives are taken
for testing purposes. In NLP bots, each intent represents an
equivalence class in itself. For intents with no parameters, we
can simplify the test suite by removing utterances matching
the same intent more than once (or more than once in the same
state if it implements an FSM).
Boundary-Value Analysis is straightforward when intent
parameters are enums but has the well-known challenges of
detecting bounds when parameter types correspond to predefined data types. There is an additional challenge which is
dealing with the frequent “@any” parameter that, in principle,
can match any substring of a user utterance. As such, this type
of parameters may fail because they match the wrong word but
also because they match the wrong number of words. Specific
tests for any parameters are envisaged.
Random testing for NLP bots involves generating random
input sentences. These sentences can be extracted from textual
sources available online, produced using generative models
such as GPT-3 [20] or with adversarial models [21]. Random
values should include both sentences that are matched to the
bot intents and others that are not. Furthermore, fuzz testing
can be used to generate almost correct sequences of user inputs
in order to identify whether potentially undesired states can
be reached. The FSM can provide information to guide the
generation of these almost valid input sequences.
2) Code-based techniques: Control Flow-Based Criteria.
Not specific for bot testing but we emphasize it as, more often
than not, most of the bot testing focus on the intent matching
part while ignoring the underlying FSM that drives the bot
behavior. Both aspects need to go hand-by-hand. Note that
not all frameworks use an internal FSM, instead they go for
simpler formalisms (as a simple partial ordering in the intent
definitions to describe conversations) but any non-trivial bots
end up in a FSM.
Reference Models for Code-Based Testing A reference
model for testing bots can be defined by a flow graph that
tests the different possible sequences in which intents can be
matched (setting upper bounds to avoid infinite cycles). In the
case of stateless bots, the reference model will be composed
by all the flow graphs that represent all the possible sequences
in which its intents are matched (bounding each intent to be
matched k times, or by limiting the length of the sequence
to k intents to avoid infinite sequences). In the case of bots
with an underlying FSM, the flow graph is given by all the
bot transition paths going from the initial state until the final
state (limiting the cycles to k intents). Tests must execute each
one of the paths to ensure a 100% coverage.
3) Fault-based techniques: Mutation testing consists of
introducing small syntactic changes (i.e., faults) that generate
slightly different versions of the bot (called mutants). For
instance, a mutation could be produced by assigning the wrong
training sentences to an intent or, in the case of bots with
underlying FSMs, by changing the conditions associated with

its transitions. If a test identifies the difference between the
original bot and a mutant, the mutant is “killed”. A key
challenge is to decide how different is the mutant from the
original as NLP engines have a high-level of tolerance (e.g.,
typos in the input text may be recognized and corrected by
the NLP engine, hence mutants that modify the utterances of
an intent would not always affect the results of the tests).
4) Model-based Testing Techniques: Finite State Machines. As bots conversations themselves are typically described based on a FSM, all the arsenal of testing techniques
for FSMs could be ported to NLP bot model-based testing.
Formal Specifications. Given the ambiguity of natural
language, formal specifications are not amenable for the NLP
component. On the other hand, the FSM, when present, can
be analyzed (e.g., using model checking) in order to check
desirable correctness properties such as reachability or to
generate traces that can act as test cases.
C. Test-related measures
1) Evaluation of the Program Under Test: Program Measurements That Aid in Planning and Designing Tests should
include the number of intents in the bot, the number of
parameters and training sentences per intent, the length of
conversation paths, the number of branches in a conversation,
etc. Run-time measures should then include the frequency each
of the above is matched/used.
Fault density for the NLP part could be defined as the ratio
between the number of intents that failed to match a user input
targeting that intent and the total number of intents of the bot.
2) Evaluation of the Tests Performed: Coverage in NLP
bots must include intent coverage, defined as the ratio of intents matched at least once during the test and intent parameter
coverage as the ratio of intent parameters matched at least
once during the test. Besides, intents must be considered when
creating tests that exercise the different paths in the FSM as
matched intents are required to trigger most of them.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have seen the many specificities of testing NLPintensive bots, mixing “classical” software testing challenges
with NLP/AI-based ones. Most of them are still open research
challenges for the bot community. As such, we hope to see
continuous efforts in this area in the near future and believe
this paper can be helpful to characterize them.
Moreover, many of the open problems in software testing [22] such as test suite reduction [23], [24], prioritization [25], flaky tests [26] or diversity [27] are also of interest
here. Similarly, well-known testing techniques in other domains, like A/B testing, could be applied to bots. Furthermore,
beyond the SWEBOK properties, some testing concepts more
specific to nlp-based interfaces may need to be considered.
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